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About This Content

Ultimate wheel customization is here! Paint and customize your nuts, discs, hubs and hub covers exactly as you want.

Wheel Tuning Pack includes these customizable wheel parts:

 19 front covers

 24 rear covers

 14 front discs

 17 rear discs

 2 front hubs

 2 rear hubs

 10 front nuts

 10 rear nuts
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Title: American Truck Simulator - Wheel Tuning Pack
Genre: Indie, Simulation
Developer:
SCS Software
Publisher:
SCS Software
Release Date: 13 Apr, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: Dual core CPU 2.4 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTS 450-class (Intel HD 4000)

Storage: 3 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Bulgarian,Czech,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Greek,Hungarian,Japanese,Korean,Norwegian,Polish,Por
tuguese,Romanian,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Swedish,Turkish
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really solid game everone should grab this gem. Great to play with friends.
I wish people played online more though.
One thing the dev could add is while you are queing for online play you can play with a bot in different gamemodes.

Btw the best gamemode is ping pong, the others are kind of broken.. Great look at the many facets of indie game
developement.. TLDR; This game is not worth the full price in my opinion, buy it on sale if you like HP Lovecraft related
games and don't mind a short game. If you're buying this game looking to scare yourself or a friend, don't bother.

I beat this game in a little over 2 hours which is too short for my liking.
The story is told via notes you find around places and there is no voice acting, which is not a big deal to me but may be worth
noting for some.
The gameplay itself is quite basic, go to a place, find that said place is locked or blocked via obstacle, solve the problem, get
inside, collect an item to move to the next area. Rinse and repeat.
I personally bought this game from a HP Lovecraft & general Horror lover point of view, The Land of Pain appeals to HP
Lovecraftians but from a Horror standpoint, it lacks a lot of scary aspects. I wasn't scared playing this game, in fact I happened
to laugh at most of the "scares". I am not a big tough guy, I typically get scared quite easily so this was a surprise to me.
I had fun with this game to begin with but after less than an hour the game became tedious and I was no longer drawn into
solving the basic problems.

All that being said, the game is beautiful at times. The scenery is great... when you can see it.
The story is okay, if you're willing to read all the little notes left by the residents in the Land of Pain.
I'd give The Land of Pain an overall rating of 3.6/10.
. I've gotta be honest, I'm not the most subtle guy in the world. When I see a girl in a bar I usually approach her, we have a nice
little chat and then proceed to throw upon her epileptic dress because I measured the whiskey from my flask wrongly with the
beer fountain, and Super Seducer 2 makes justice of that and my terrible choices.

Super Seducer 2 is a game made by a british guy named Richard, and since I couldn't catch his last name and he insulted Jim
Sterling at some point I'll call him Di ck instead. Di ck is a date adviser individual that worked in the making of this game,
unfortunately games might not be his strongest suit.
One thing I usually never have to complain is about the sound, but Super Seducer 2 makes it really hard not to when in some
cutscenes my right ear feels uncomfortably lonely to the point I have to feed it with The Blues music so it doesn't feel so bad.
And most of the time the sound is so distorted it feels like I'm watching a deep fried meme.

I hate the fact that there's a long pause in between cutscenes prior to make a choice, it feels like playing Deus Ex and leaving the
game hanging while it's in the middle of a conversation choice.
Another thing that bothers me is whenever you get a choice that is not wrong the characters in the background of D ick and
Dickess, his lady friend he's accompanied with, stand in an idle pose that switch in between each other as you pick the
conversation options through out the game, kinda like that one episode of Dr. Who with the Weeping Angels.

But despite all my bashing on this game like my♥♥♥♥♥♥after saying that my new years resolution was to not touch myself to
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the thought of Bonnie Tyler, I still recommend the game for the actual gameplay.

On the one hand whenever you pick a choice, regardless if it's wrong, right or in between like a swinger party, Di ck and
Dickess comment on why you should or not do that, showing coherent analysis on actual seducing, not saying that it would work
in a real life scenario because most of you aren't priviledged enough to go to the Olive Garden, let alone arriving to a scene on a
tank, but it sure is something that I wouldn't mind trying the next time I try to pick up girls with regretable choice of licentiate
degree with a lower self-esteem than your mom on cheap gin.

On the other hand, the wrong choices are hilarious to the point that it's worth to complete the game genuinely on your decisions
and then go back to pick all of the previous wrong choices.
Imagine this, you know that on RPG games, say i.e Fallout, when you complete a quest you have the choice of either being
Nice, neutral or Evil. Nice in the sense that you complete the adventure for free, neutral in the sense that you complete it for a
free, and evil to the point in which you sabotage the person's life instead.
Super Seducer 2 offers all 3 moral choice + the additional super evil choice in which not only you close the Well in which the
cat has fallen into, but then you do a summarily kick to the jaw to the crying girl.

Overall Super Seducer 2 is the game kind of game to play ironically while cracking a cold one with the boys, but make sure
you're not using headphones or have a bass option on your speaker or you might have to waste another 10€ making a check up
with your Otologist.. This is a game so poorly tested that its controls change from the first level to the rest of the game, in the
first level when you move the mouse, the players view moves but for every other level after that, you have to hold RMB to move
the camera; you also appear to only have fall damage in some levels & a couple of levels don't have collision on the ground
despite there being a floor texture and I'm not even trying to get out of bounds in this mess.

"The main dish for you will be various puzzles: Move objects, perform tasks, etc"
I had to nudge the player model into out of place brightly lit white cubes & contextually appropriate rocks in order to allow the
player to jump up small ledges or over a branch, I also had to go collect multiple 'power orbs' because some rocks were too
heavy to move to jump up some small ledges, then I had to find a key in a foliage crammed set of corridors that junked my
framerate. The tasks are "puzzles" in the barest sense of the term.

"Do not forget that every step can be your last step"
Sometimes collision isn't on the ground, sometimes you can leap from the top of the map & not sustain fall damage, other times
you fall about 2 feet into a crevice and die for reasons (you seem to be a robot or some sort of shiny humanoid who shifts
between an ugly silver model & the test pattern from older televisions, I don't know why this test pattern android can't handle a
short fall but can survive a leap from the tree tops, or why their name is John according to the store in a game which barely
addresses any story whatsoever, this doesn't even seem like it is memes).

"Then we prepared elements of parkour. Despite the fact that at your disposal only running and jumping. It will not always be
easy to get somewhere"
While yes, running & jumping are core elements of parkour, allowing the player movement, a jump key & putting ledges some
jumping terrain puzzles in your game doesn't mean you've added elements of parkour, you've made a basic first person game,
those are basic controls.

"6 parts each of which has its own unique gameplay"
Yes, there were six parts; the gameplay is only unique if you consider 'sometimes you have to get a key and push a rock' to be
unique from 'this time you only need to push a rock'.

"A coherent and multifaceted plot"
This isn't memes, just poor trolling for money.

I used to quite like Steam trash, but post Greenlight it really has had some really poor efforts; I shouldn't have fond memories of
Greenlight era, but these aren't better times & this is awful.

. Got this for free but Is good if you are bored in a sunday raining day
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Would rather have my whole body on fire than play another minute of this game. I am pretty sure i almost died by the the
amount of retard my teamates gave me.. would not buy again. This game is completely worth the 99 cents, and it's even better if
you get it at a reduced price due to crafting badges. I am stuck on level 10, but that does not keep me from continuing to play,
This is very worth the money. Just go ahead and buy it, and maybe even Deep Space Waifu, which I still need to buy.. This is
my first bridge constructor type game, so my review is unbiased by any expectations of previous games!

+ I find it to be mostly fun to experiment with different things. Most of the early bridges are very easy to make it safe for
trucks.

- Connecting the bridge to the sides can be slightly hit or miss. Even though you can see the connector on screen, you have to
scroll a bit further the the side before it lets you connect to it.

I recommend this game for anybody that enjoys puzzles!
. An Instant Childhood Classic from the Days of my Childhood which is a joy to play for Windows PCs, MS-DOS PCs & even
the Panasonic 3DO Consoles in which you help Fatty Bear throw a Birthday Surprise Party for Kayla which is Tomorrow
Morning In-Game.

As for the Voices in the game, I prefer the US Version over the Japanese Version when it comes to the Panasonic 3DO Import
Version.. Not a fan of D&D but this game got me hooked.

You got to think on if you wanna use your adrenaline or no, depending on the encounter and the active hero.
Visually the game is gorgeous.
It's easy to get into it.
I'm looking forward to try the other difficulty Level.

The game is really worth it. Be it you are a D&D fan or no you'll enjoy it thoroughly.. There is nothing about this game that will
make you play it again and again, but for the 30 minutes to takes to experience, I think it is worth a go; after all, it's free.. Game
literally makes no sense, from the terrible english that explains nothing, to mentioning a treasure or something that's never seen.
Puzzles make no sense at all. One of my favorite parts is how an electrical switch was reasonably placed in an underwater cave
and still works.....because you know.....logic. Also you can hold your breath forever, which is impressive. I love the skinny stick
monster that's the least scary of all time, and who chases you so slowly you ran turn around and jog backwards to get away from
him. There was 1 cheap jump scare that got me. Game is good for hilarious broken english to laugh at and trading cards.
2/10.
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